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Illuminating the Pedestal 
 

The Chapter is opened in the normal way, but without the candles lit. 

 

MEZ asks the DC to illuminate the Pedestal. 

If the DC and ADC are carrying out the work, they will move to the West together. 

If others are doing the work, the Companions involved will move to the West where the DC 

or P.Soj. will light the tapers and retire. 

 

The Companions give a court bow and via the North and South move to the East keeping in 

step.  When parallel with the Pedestal stop - pause - then turn inwards and pause. 

The Companions should now be facing each other. 

They bring the tapers in front of their faces and then before proceeding. 

 

MEZ: The origin of this ceremony is found in the Chaldean Rite of Light and paraphrasing 

the lengthy rite it says “And the Priests commanded the people to gather and turn to 

the East”.  The two small candles in the North and South are lit representing the 

gathering of the People. 

The 2 Companions do so. 

 

MEZ: "Then did light come over the Eastern horizon and stretched its rays afar even unto 

the Western horizon”.  The large candle in the East and the small candle in the West 

are now lit to represent the spread of the rays. 

The 2 Companions do so. 

 

MEZ: "And the light shone all around". 

The 2 Companions light the 2 remaining candles. 

 

The 2 Companions now take one pace back - blow the tapers out together- turn to the West - 

pause - then in unison return to the West of the Columns- stop - turn to the East and make a 

court bow to the Principals and then return to their places. 


